The cellular distribution and intracellular localization of neuron-specific enolase (NSE) has been studied by electron microscopic immunocytochemistry in the brain of the rat and of the mouse.
Although the intensity of staining was less in the mouse, the same structures were positive in both species.
In the cerebrum, the neuronal perikarya and dendrites were intensely stained, but staining was almost entirely absent in the presynaptic terminals.
The deep neurons of the brain stem were also positive.
In the cerebellum, perikarya, axons, and parallel fibers of the granule cell neurons were stained as were the synaptic vesicles and presynaptic membranes of the synapses between the parallel fibers and the Purkinje cell dendrites. Golgi cell dendrites, basket cells and their axons, and mossy fibers were also postive.
In contrast, the Purkinje cells including their dendrites, and the climbing fibers that formed synapses
Introduction
Neuron-specific enolase (NSE) is a soluble enzyme in the glycolytic pathway (Marangos and Schmechel, 1980; Zomzely-Neurath and Walker, 1980) , which by light microscopic immunohistochemistry of the normal rat brain is found to be distributed in the perikarya, axons, and dendrites of neurons (Pickel et al., 1976; Schmechel et al., 1978) , but absent from nonneuronal cells. In the cerebellum, it has been demonstrated in the neurons of the deep nuclei, Golgi II cells, stellate neurons, basket cell neurons, and granule cells (Schmechel et al., 1980b; Ghandour et al., 1981) . Purkinje cells have been reported to be positive for NSE by some groups (Pickel et al., 1976; Schmechel et al., 1980b; Ghandour et al., 1981) , whereas others have found them negative (Vinores et al., 1984a,b) or with positivity limited to certain species during a limited developmental period (Hartman et al., 1977; Ghobrial et al., 1983 
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. .. 6 ), basket cell perikarya and their axons, and mossy fibers were also positive.
In marked contrast to other dendrites, Purkinje cell dendrites were negative ( Figure  7a ). The climbing fibers were also uniformly negative ( Figure  8b ). The processes of fibrillary astrocytes interspersed between myelinated axons in the cerebellar white matter were positive ( Figure   9 ). Other glial cells (oligodendroglia) ( Figure  10 ), pro- 
